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Francione and New Welfarism’s false
dilemma.

If you are an abolitionist, you are probably
used by now to the accusation that you are
‘idealistic’ and ‘utopian’. How true is this
accusation? Animal rights philosopher and
law professor Gary Francione claims that new
welfarism establishes “a false dilemma:

pursue traditional animal welfare or do nothing to help
nonhumans who are suffering now” (2008: 107). Francione, in
contrast to new welfarist claims, maintains that animal rights
advocates do provide normative guidance neither idealistic nor
utopian.

Francione points out, contrary to the claims of the opponents of
abolitionism, that the rights view of human-nonhuman relations
has never suggested that institutionalised and internalised animal
exploitation will be – or can be – abolished overnight. As a
sociologist, I can tell you that cultural speciesism is deeply
embedded into the very fabric of society. Speciesist ideas are
sedimented into the norms and values most parents teach to most
children on a daily basis. Indeed, most children are already active
participants in animal exploitation before they are morally aware
individuals. In other words, from an animal rights point of view,
they are routinely violating rights before they have the vaguest
notion of what that means. Moreover, society sanctions and
encourages such rights violations. Society actively applauds
many violations of rights – and, perhaps more difficult to initially
come to terms with, animal protection organisations have been
known to give awards to animal rights violators.[1]

Francione argues that abolitionists see the abolition of animal
exploitation as an incremental matter - one vegan at a time:

The rights position provides definite normative
guidance for incremental change on an individual
level, as well as on the level of social and legal
change. On the individual level, rights theory
prescribes incremental change in the form of
veganism. Veganism is not merely a matter of diet; it
is a moral and political commitment to abolition on
the individual level and extends not only to matters of
food, but to clothing and other products (2008: 107-
08).

This position explains why vegan education is all important to
abolitionists. Until we have sought out, helped and encouraged
every potential vegan in society, we have barely begun. In their
early days in the 1980s (some of you may need to cover your
eyes at this point), Gary Francione was PeTA’s lawyer. However,
by the late 1980s, “the animal-advocacy community in the
United States decided very deliberately to pursue a welfarist
agenda” (Francione 2008: 111). Francione suggests that, if, rather
than the turn to new welfarism, animal advocates had regarded
vegan education as a substantial plank of their approach - and
also devoted significant resources to it, “there would likely be
hundreds of thousands more vegans than there are today” (2008:
111). 

He adds:

This is a very conservative estimate given the
hundreds of millions of dollars that have been
expended by animal-advocacy groups to promote
welfare legislation and initiatives... Increasing the
number of vegans would also help to build a political
and economic base required for social change that is
a necessary predicate for significant legal change
(2008: 111).

This last point is particularly significant in my view. 

The reason is that veganism is only the starting point. Do not let
new welfarists convince you that veganism is ‘hard’ or that
vegans think that they are ‘special’. Veganism is increasingly
easy in the 21st century. What’s hard is being a nonhuman
animal whose property status robs her of any meaningful moral
consideration. I will be honest, as a vegan since 1979, the idea
that veganism is still hard is, generally speaking, laughable.
Inconvenient, maybe. Get over it.

Since veganism is only the starting point, it is the welfarists,
rather than the abolitionists, who leave nonhuman animals to
suffer in the here and now. For example, the majority of plant
foods are currently also produced by speciesists. We need a
strong vegan force, both politically and economically, just as
Francione has suggested, in order to pursue changes that will
reduce or eliminate the animal deaths that occur due to the
commercial production of plants. 

Only a vegan community of sufficient numbers and influence can
forge the changes needed. Any animal advocacy that does not
consistently posit veganism as its moral baseline ultimately
betrays those they claim to care so much about.

[1] see Bob Torres’ chapter, ‘Animal Rights and Wrongs’, in his
Making A Killing: The Political Economy of Animal Rights.
Oakland: AK Press (2007): 89-122.
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James Crump said...

Excellent essay, Roger. I would add that if, as new
welfarists claim, it is important to do what is practical
or "doable", then there is nothing whatever important
about new welfarism, as its tactics are grossly
impractical – both as a way of reducing animal
suffering (in the short term) and of building up the
vegan population (in the long term): welfarist regulation
generally eliminates animal suffering only if it is
incidental to economically inefficient forms of
exploitation; and "humane" animal products do nothing
but make people feel better about consuming animals.

New welfarism: a defiant apologia for nonveganism.

October 7, 2008 11:37 AM

Karin Hilpisch said...

Thanks for this excellent and inspiring blog entry,
Roger. 

An important point that is usually overlooked is that, to
quote you, 

the majority of plant foods are currently also produced
by speciesists. We need a strong vegan force, both
politically and economically, just as Francione has
suggested, in order to pursue changes that will reduce
or eliminate the animal deaths that occur due to the
commercial production of plants.

This illustrates the futility of the claim raised by
welfarists (nonvegan and vegan ones) that veganism
cannot be maintained as a moral baseline because the
production of plant foods causes animal suffering and
involves killing animals as well. A fact that would only
be dealt with in a meaningful way by people who have
realized that harming nonhumans by using them is
morally unjustifiable. Someone who does not consider
using animals to be wrong is unlikely to even think
about less harmful ways of producing plant foods. 

Therefore, to quote you again, ''[o]nly a vegan
community of sufficient numbers and influence can
forge the changes needed'' – at all levels.

October 7, 2008 3:14 PM

Roger Yates said...

Thanks for your valuable comments James and Karin.
The world of animal welfare sure is a topsy-turvy
world. It seems to me that until we are absolutely sure
that we have as many ethical vegans as possible,
everything else is secondary.

* Vegans do not consume animal produce.

* Vegans do not sanction vivisection.

* Vegans do not support animal circuses.

* Vegans do not wear leather or furs.

* Vegans do not take part in bloodsports.

Encouraging veganism is surely wrapping up all our
campaigns into one and begs the question as to why
they were ever separated in the first place.

RY

October 9, 2008 3:59 AM

James Crump said...

I think it has to do with the prevailing paradigm's
myopic belief that veganism is extraneous to the issue
of reducing animal suffering. But, how are we supposed
to significantly reduce animal suffering in the absence
of a politically and economically powerful movement
of vegans who agree that no animal should suffer as a
result of being used (as property)?

Also, the prevailing paradigm rejects the notion of the
interrelation of means and ends as "ivory tower
consistency" which doesn't help actual animals; instead,
it stresses that we should just do "whatever works".
However, our insistence on the adaptation or suitability
of means to ends is not the expression of a high-minded
dismissal of actual animal suffering; on the contrary, it
is based on the pragmatic realization that our means will
not work unless they are adapted to the ends we are
trying to achieve.

October 11, 2008 7:26 AM

Roger Yates said...

We also need to remember that we are often talking
about businesses - and the people who staff them.

As Francione pointed out, PeTA recognise that not
many of their members are vegans (or vegetarians).
Given that there is a lot of movement currency in doing
anything 'for the animals', then they must think, do we
want a large impressive-looking membership or just a
smaller band of ethical vegans?

October 11, 2008 2:23 PM

James Crump said...

The corporate groups are, of course, fatally
compromised. They promote reactionary welfarist
campaigns that provide them with a constant stream of
"victories" for fundraising purposes; yet they
mendaciously construe this as "pragmatism" or
"realism". 

The fact that corporate groups need welfarist "victories"
in order to sustain their bloated bureaucracies is
compelling proof that the corporate model is
incompatible with animal rights.

October 11, 2008 5:25 PM

Nathan Schneider said...

"Encouraging veganism is surely wrapping up all our
campaigns into one and begs the question as to why
they were ever separated in the first place."

Yes.

As you point out, the business interests of the welfarist
corporations play an important role here. Perhaps the
greatest illustration of this is IDA (In Defense of
Animals), which lists veganism as just another
campaign (1 of 14). To IDA, veganism, rather than
forming the baseline of our challenge to nonhuman
exploitation, occupies the same plane as isolated
campaigns against vivisection, "fur", and so on. This
leads into what I see as the other major cause of
separation: how we define veganism. To IDA, and
many others, veganism is strictly a matter of diet:

"A vegan is someone who chooses not to eat any food
that comes from animals (i.e., meat, dairy and eggs)."

The definition of vegan drifting toward diet either
caused, was caused by, or developed simultaneously
with the conceptual division of ethics from action. By
separating veganism from morality, it becomes merely
practice that can be conditioned by any number of
concerns. Within advocacy, the typical tripartite of
concerns is: health, ethics, and the environment.

This ethics/action divide is required for veganism to
coherently be called a diet. If veganism is
fundamentally moral, limiting the practice to diet makes
no sense. All forms and products of exploitation share
the same roots, and are morally problematic. But they
are not all necessarily bad for the environment or
human health. For just one example, exploitation at
circuses does not clog human arteries, or represent
anything more than a negligible contributor to global
warming.

Veganism as a diet is where "veg", "veg*nism" and
"vegan/vegetarian" arise from. Without it, such terms
aren't even intelligible. Along these lines, I often see
omnivore offered as the converse of vegan (in place of
non-vegan), which only makes sense if veganism is a
diet. Veganism as a diet also bolsters "purity"
criticisms, and conflation with "cleanses",
"macrobiotic" diets, "fruititarianism", and other non-
moral practices. Finally, the moral imperative of
veganism is deflated by the ethics/action divide, which
helps draw focus away from nonhumans onto ourselves
and the environment.

I see three fundamental problems with veganism as a
diet: 1] Historically Inconsistent. 2] Ethically
Inconsistent Now. 3] No Abolitionist Fuction (not
conducive to abolition).

1] The Vegan Society's official definition clearly states
that nonhumans should not be "exploited" for "food,
clothing, or any other purpose. Case closed.

2] A cow's skin and muscles end up as "leather" and
"meat" respectively — different parts of an individuals'
corpse. Ethically, the distinction is without difference.
Furthermore, and more holistically, a cow's milk and a
bird's eggs cannot be acquired without subjugation and
domination, which certainly characterize the non-food
aspect of our relationship with nonhumans... from those
we use within experiments, to those used as "pets" or
"guards".

3] Abolitionists seek to abolish all use of nonhumans.
Therefore, when it comes to integrating abolition within
humans, the stance with the highest abolitionist
function will reject all use of nonhumans. From my
perspective that is exactly what veganism is: a simple
moral stance, embedded within our psyche, that
recognizes the moral significance of sentient beings.
Our actions as vegans are conditioned by this moral
stance, by our conscience.

Does veganism as a diet have any abolitionist function?
Not much. None if the individual adherent would
actively defend the exploitation of nonhumans for non-
food purposes. As for those who have not really
confronted the exploitation beyond their plates and
cups, they are probably ripe for a more holistic view —
vegan education. But that requires more work by
abolitionists, and represents a setback, as they are not
yet thinking (and thereby not living) like abolitionists.

As abolitionists, our goal is getting humans to think
differently about nonhumans (stop viewing them as
things), not getting people to eat different foods. The
latter, and much more, will be taken care of by the
former.

October 11, 2008 5:51 PM

Roger Yates said...

Thanks Nathan for your comments. I have said it before
- but I am certain that 'movement historians' are going
to characterise the post-1970s animal 'movement' as a
mobilisation of marked philosophical confusion
resulting in muddled and inconsistent claims-making
about human-nonhuman relations.

RY

October 12, 2008 3:58 PM

Reformed fast food mascot said...

The biggest harm of new welfarism is its psychological
effect on the self-proclaimed animal lover who has yet
to make the commitment to veganism. “Free range,”
“cage free,” etc. is not a middle ground between animal
suffering and abolition, not even close, but many people
allow themselves to think it is. They’re able to convince
themselves it’s a morally acceptable compromise. Walk
into any Whole Foods store. I see these people all the
time, standing at the refrigerated section with beatific
smiles and canvas shopping bags draped over their
arms. They’re happily paying a premium for these
products, and that makes them feel good about
themselves. They shouldn’t have this option. The
contrast between animal consumption and abolition
needs to be kept stark as possible.

david

October 13, 2008 7:41 AM

James Crump said...

The contrast between animal consumption and abolition
needs to be kept stark as possible.

Agreed. Blurring the distinction between abolition and
welfare, as the welfarists do, has these baleful effects:
first, as you point out, David, it makes people feel that
there is a morally acceptable middle ground between
animal use and abolition; and, second, it allows animal
exploiters such as Whole Foods to cynically exploit the
moral appeal of animal rights.

October 14, 2008 5:08 AM

Karin Hilpisch said...

''Free-range'' is not the moral middle ground between
the wrongness of animal use and abolition. Thank you
for pointing this out, David. There was a time in my life
as an animal advocate when I myself used to think that
telling people to go vegan would be demanding ''too
much'' of them, and demanding less – go vegetarian –
would be the better strategy. Of all the arguments
showing that this is wrong, perhaps no other has had as
great an impact on my views and has caused me as
much to reconsider this approach as the insight which I
gained by tackling abolitionism, that telling people to
do anything but to go vegan makes them do exactly
anything but go vegan, and that compromising what one
knows is right -- in terms of a moral imperative --
preserves the wrong. People's happiness about being
able to buy happy flesh/ milk/ eggs is the direct
outcome of the prevalence of welfarist ''strategy''-- one
that keeps animal industry running safely, efficiently
and profitably (to slightly modify an infamous quote
from Temple Grandin). 

Nathan Schneider: ''Does veganism as a diet have any
abolitionist function? Not much.''

Idem: ''As abolitionists, our goal is getting humans to
think differently about nonhumans (stop viewing them
as things), not getting people to eat different foods.''

Nathan, I agree with your critique of viewing and
presenting veganism merely as a matter of diet. But
given that FAR more nonhumans are being killed for
food purposes than for all other purposes of exploitation
combined, and given the ubiquity of this form of
exploitation in society and in the vast majority of
people's lives, the focus of abolitionist education on
food is inevitable. As Gary Francione states in his most
recent book Animals as Persons, ''Our moral compass
will not find animals while they are lying on our plates.''
(p. 65) 

''As I have said, at this point in time, the cultural
context is such that it makes far more sense to spend
our time focused on the use of animals for food, which
is the primary practice that, in effect, legitimizes other
forms of exploitation.'' (Gary's blog entry, ''Vegan
Education Made Easy -- Part 2'')

October 14, 2008 11:05 AM

Adriana Lisboa said...

Roger, I was really happy to find your blog and this
particular post. I'm not only normally accused of being
"idealistic" and "utopian" but also "high" and "mighty",
as if non-welfarist approach to AR were something out
of this world. 

Prop 2 has just passed in California, banning "three of
the cruelest factory farming confinement systems -
battery cages, veal crates and gestation crates - in the
state by 2015" as the e-mail I received goes. 
I would really like to hear your oppinion on that.

November 5, 2008 11:41 AM
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